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FTARA AND AARON



JORDY-OUR PUP 
 R4 year old terrier mix 
 RRescued at 10 months old
 RSmall in size (10 pounds), but 
lightning fast
 RGreat singer! - friendly barking 
when he’s excited
 RLoves to play hard then cuddles 
under the blankets
 RWilling to do almost anything for 
a treat

                                                 

NEBRASKA - OUR PUP
 R12 year old golden chow mix
 RRescued from a shelter as a puppy
 RHe’s the gentle giant, that is always 
watching and standing guard
 RQuick to steal your spot on the 
couch
 RPeople love his calm energy
 RLikes to keep the peace

KAYA - BOX TURTLE
 RTara’s pet for the past 25 years
 RGot her as a gift when Tara was in 
college
 RBeautifully colored markings on her 
shell
 REntertaining to watch
 RGets excited when visitors come
 RCould live to 75! 

We love children, and have both been teachers for 
20 years. We are a married couple and we have 

been sharing outdoor adventures, laughter, and yummy 
food together for the last 15 years. We live in a welcoming 
neighborhood just five blocks from the beach, surrounded by 
friends and family. 

We have so much respect for you on your journey. There are 
no words to properly express our excitement to begin an 
open adoption with you and share our love with a child. We 
look forward to going on hikes, playing music, and sitting on 
the beach as a family. 

We met while teaching 
fifth graders at 

a science camp in the 
redwood forest, among the 
tallest trees. We became 
quick friends as we shared 
a joy of getting dirty in 
the creek and making 
driftwood forts at the 
beach. Our friendship grew 
deeper with frequent trips 
to the ocean, dancing to 
our favorite music, and 
late night chats around 
the campfire. Finally, after 
10 years of friendship we 
decided to start dating and 
we are so glad we did. We 
were married in 2014 in the 
same redwood forest where 
we met, surrounded by 
friends and family.

These days we enjoy 
our simple life together. 
Life today is full of quiet 
nights on the couch with 
popcorn and a movie, 
hosting get-togethers 
in the backyard with our 
friends, going on hikes, or 
meeting folks downtown 
for live music and dancing. 
One of our favorite things 
to do together is to cook; 
Aaron does the chopping, 
while Tara is putting it all 
together on the stove. 

TODAY, WE LOOK 
FORWARD TO 
EXPERIENCING OUR 
NEXT ADVENTURE 
TOGETHER....PARENTING!

v
HELLO!

We are 

AARON 
AND TARA,
from Santa Cruz, CA, 

AND WE ARE SO 
HONORED THAT YOU 
ARE TAKING THE TIME 

TO LEARN A LITTLE 
ABOUT US. 

DEAR EXPECTANT PARENTf

Things we love to do:
 RExploring the BEACHES and the redwood forests 
 RGoing out to eat SUSHI
 RTaking the DOGS for a long walk in the neighborhood
 REntertaining YOUNG CHILDREN with music and 
personalized puppet shows
 RSpending time with our FRIENDS playing board GAMES and 
going on nature WALKS
 RGoing out DANCING to local live music 

OUR LOVE 
STORY
How we met
and our life 

today

R R

MEET  JORDY– NEBRASKA – KAYA

Our future child will have pets to love!R R

OUR FAVORITE CAMPING DESTINATION

OUR CALIFORNIA WEDDING IN THE REDWOOD FOREST



Aaron is always making me laugh, by doing a funny dance 

or making up a silly song while doing the dishes. Life 

with Aaron is never boring and he keeps us from taking life 

too seriously. He is the most unselfish person I know and loves 

to make sure I’m eating three meals a day. He has a variety 

of things that keep him busy: writing and performing puppet 

shows for kids’ birthdays, singing and playing music on his 
drums and mandolin, and juggling whenever he gets the 

chance. 

After 20 years of teaching and entertaining children, he 

decided to go to school to become a massage therapist. He 

enjoys helping people heal and relax. So now he’s lucky         
to get to do all three, teach, massage, and puppet shows. 

Aaron has always dreamed of being a Dad. Children are 
naturally drawn to him because he is a 

big kid himself. The look on his face 

when he is playing with kids tells 

me he is having just as much fun 

as they are. I’m excited to see 
the joy on his face when we get 
to play as a family.

 

 RI LOVED BEING A GIRL SCOUT. The Girl Scouts introduced me to my love of outdoors

 RI LOVE A GOOD DARK CHOCOLATE DESSERT - the darker the better

 RI LIKE MOST MOVIES, just not SCARY ones!

 RWhen I want to learn something new, I TURN TO BOOKS

I’m so grateful for the supportive role Tara plays in my life. From our marriage, to her students as a 

Special Education Teacher, and myself, Tara is always dedicated to making everyone she knows safe 

and comfortable. I am constantly amazed by her generosity, and how she wants the best for everyone. 

I have been fortunate to witness Tara interact with her students, our friends’ children, our immediate family, 

and I am so excited to see her kindness and caring continue as a mother to our son or daughter.

FUN  FACTS  RThe OCEAN AND FOREST ARE MY FAVORITE PLACES

 RI LOVE PRACTICING JUGGLING TRICKS in the backyard

 RMy FAVORITE ICE CREAM FLAVOR is the one in front of me !!! 

 RMy FAVORITE INSTRUMENT IS THE DJEMBE, a Western African drum 

CELEBRATING AND LAUGHING WITH 
LOGAN-THE BIRTHDAY GIRL

MEET

TARA
through the eyes 

of Aaron

FUN  FACTS
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BY TARA: I love to be creative and make things 
with my hands. I love to give homemade gifts and 
frequently google DIY projects for either gifts, or 
home decorating, or even fixing things around 
the house. Another big hobby is to get outside. 
We love to go for hikes, sit at the beach and go 
camping. We find being outside recharges us. It is 
where we feel centered and makes us happy. We 
also both love to eat really good food. I love to 
make yummy meals from scratch, but when we go 
out to eat, sushi is our favorite.  

BY AARON: I love to 
juggle. It helps me relax 
and unwind. It is my 
go-to when I feel 
sad and I know 
I will feel 
better after 
juggling for 
just a few 
minutes.

FUN! FUN! FUN!        THINGS WE DO

MEET

AARON
through the eyes 

of Tara
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BONDING WITH BABY LOGAN, OUR FRIENDS BABY

 RMy favorite children’s 
book- Sesame Street: 
The Monster at the End 
of this Book

STORY TIME WITH OUR CLOSEST FRIENDS

SO EXCITED TO PLAY WITH CASEY, OUR FRIENDS’ DAUGHTER

MY FAVORITE HOBBIES

LAUGHING AND DANCING WITH 
FRIENDS AT A MUSIC FESTIVAL

SPENDING TIME WITH OUR 
PUP, AND MY HOMEMADE 

PUPPET, DOLLY



Our village is spread out, but most of our family lives in the 

midwest. Aaron is the youngest of three kids, and his 

parents and sister live in Minnesota. While his brother and his 

two children live in Montana. Tara is the oldest of three kids, and 

her extended family lives in Nebraska, while her two siblings 

are in Tennessee. We make it a priority to see each other at 

least twice a year, but with lots of texts and facetime, we stay 

connected. Even though we are far away, we would be there for 

each other in an instant. Tara’s mom, who lives with us, is a big 

part of our lives, and will also be there for our child. 

We are so grateful to have a large group of close friends that 

live near us. The majority of our friends are former co-workers, 

that we connected with while we were teachers. We are lucky 

that, as a couple, we share the same group of friends. We’ve had 

this close group of friends for nearly twenty years, and have 

been there for each other as we have grown. We are there 

during the important moments in life such as marriages and 

births. There is never a question we are family. A typical weekend 

includes getting together at the beach so the kids can play and 

the adults can catch up from the week.

WE LOVE HAVING A LEMON TREE IN OUR YARD!

AARON’S PARENTS’ 50TH 
ANNIVERSARY

ANNUAL SUMMER TRIP WITH OUR CLOSEST FRIENDS

FAMILY FUN IN 
MINNESOTA

MAKING LASTING MEMORIES 
WITH FRIENDS

SOAKING UP THE SUN 
ON THE BEACH

Our home has two big floor to ceiling windows 

that allow us to either let the sunshine in or 

snuggle with the dogs to watch the rain. The kitchen 

is busy in the evening, as Aaron prepares dinner 

for Tara and her Mom (Lynda). We look forward to 

sitting down to eat, and sharing stories about our day. 

Usually, the weather allows us to eat in the backyard, 

while the dogs run around or sit and beg for food. We 

often stay out chatting till the sun goes down. As we 

venture out the gate to take the dogs for a walk, we 

have lots of choices. We have a small boat harbor 

with great restaurants, an open space where cows 

still graze, and the beach all just a few blocks away. 

Our neighborhood was designed to be walkable not 

only to nature spots, but also to restaurants, grocery 

stores, and entertainment. 

Sundays during the fall, Tara gets up to make 

pancakes, as Aaron watches football and cheers for 

his hometown team (Green Bay Packers), while talking 

on the phone about each play to his best friend back 

home. 

OUR 
HOME

by the 
beach

A long time ago, an orchard was planted in 
our backyard, today it still provides lemons, 
plums, and pears.

F

COOL  FACT
about our
HOME!

w n #

 R THE OCEAN, it's exciting and relaxing all at once 

 R The REDWOOD FOREST, those trees are so tall and old, it makes you feel humbled and makes your 

troubles seem insignificant 

 R HOME, we love being home, cleaning, organizing, and making it a cozy place 

 R DOWNTOWN SANTA CRUZ, there’s good people watching and a vibrant social scene..there’s 

always something really fun and usually free going on. Tara loves to go thrift store shopping, it’s the 

thrill of a great find at a great price. Plus, it helps me fuel my DIY habit 

 R  MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY, a wonderful place to learn and meet interesting people                                                                                    

New Years is becoming a special tradition. We rent a big 
cabin in the woods, and all our friends join us. We take turns 
cooking meals and we hike and play board games for two 
days straight.

IT TAKES A VILLAGE

THINGS WE LOVE ABOUT  SANTA CRUZ

FAMILY  TRADITION
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(                      )
MAKING DINNER WITH MOM

AARON JUGGLING FRUIT IN 
THE KITCHEN... AGAIN!

AARON MEETING OUR 
FRIENDS’ NEW BABY FOR 

THE FIRST TIME



Should you choose us, we promise to invite you and your 
family into ours. A family can never have too much love. 

Both our journeys have led us to adoption, and we hope it 
brings us both peace and love.

We both grew up with parents that were 
great role models of what it means to love 

unconditionally. We feel fortunate that we have 
been a part of our friends’ journey into parenthood, 
and have learned a lot about parenting from 
watching them. Our friends will be there for us when 
we have questions and we look forward to watching 
our children grow up together. As teachers, we 
continue to learn what it means to guide and 

nurture the next generation. We are excited to 
grow our family and pass on all that we have 
learned to our child. We know we will learn just as 
much from them as they will learn from us.

To learn more about us, please contact our 

adoption agency, ADOPTION CONNECTION, by 

calling 800-972-9225 or text 415-355-4636. 

OUR 
PROMISE

and heartfelt
thank you

Tara and Aaron


